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Module Description 
This module connects your Magento instance with your Cashback-World  account. If a customer is 

redirected to your magento shop, a cookie will be created. After an order from the customer an 

information about the order is sent to Cashback-World.  

 

Installation 
There are two possibilities to install the module: 

File 
Just extract the content of the archive to “app/code/Softzilla/CBW” of your magento instance. Then 

run over ssh: 

 php bin/magento setup:upgrade 

 

Magento Connect 
Just install the module over Magento Connect with your Access Keys.   

 

Configuration 
After you have installed the module successfully, you can find a new menu entry “CashbackWorld” in 

“Stores -> Configuration” as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

Here you can setup the module for every store separately: 

 Enable Tracking: Enables/Disables the tracking of your customers. 

 Organization ID: This is your Organization ID, which you get from CashbackWorld. 

 Security Code: This is your Security Code, which you get from CashbackWorld. 

 Event ID: This is your EventID, which you get from CashbackWorld. 
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 Include Tax: Indicates if in the order amount the tax is included. 

 Include shipping cost: Indicates if in the order amount the shipping cost is included. 

 

Usage 
To track the customer he has to visit the following link of your magento instance: 

http://[your shop domain].com/cbw?tduid=[tduid] 

 

In a real example the link could look like: 

http://www.softzilla.at /cbw?tduid=34fD-212A-1212-FEA3 

 

 

License 
By purchasing any product from  Softzilla e.U., you agree to the following: 

1. This license agreement (hereinafter Agreement) is an agreement between you (the person or 

company who is being licensed to use the Software or Documentation) and Softzilla e.U. (hereinafter 

We/us/our). The Agreement applies to all products/software/scripts/services you purchase from us. 

2. By purchasing the Software you acknowledge that you have read this Agreement, and that you 

agree to the content of the Agreement and its terms, and agree to use the Software in compliance 

with this Agreement. 

3. The Agreement comes into legal force at the moment when you order our Software from our site 

or receive it through email or on data medium at the our discretion. 

4. We are the copyright holder of the Software. The Software or a portion of it is a copyrightable 

matter and is liable to protection by the law. Any activity that infringes terms of this Agreement 

violates copyright law and will be prosecuted according to the current law. We reserve the right to 

revoke the license of any user who is holding an invalid license. 

5. This Agreement gives you the right to use only one copy of the Software on one Magento 

installation solely for your own personal or business use, subject to all other terms of this 

Agreement. A separate License should be purchased for each Magento installation. Any distribution 

of the Software without our consent, including noncommercial distribution is regarded as violation of 

this Agreement and entails liability, according to the current law. 

6. You may not use any part of the code in whole or part in any other software or product or website. 

7. You may not give, sell, distribute, sub-license, rent, lease or lend any portion of the Software or 

Documentation to anyone. You may not place the Software on a server so that it is accessible via a 

public network such as the Internet for distribution purposes. 

8. You may not remove or alter any brand, copyright, disclaimer, terms of use, attribution or any 

other proprietary notices or marks within the extension code including but not limited to Softzilla 

e.U. branding in file names, class names, variables, texts or UI items. 
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9. You are bound to preserve the copyright information intact, this includes the text/link at bottom. 

10. We will not be liable to you for any damages (including any loss of profits/saving, or incidental or 

consequential) caused to you, your information and your business arising out of the use or inability 

to use this Software. 

11. We are not liable for prosecution arising from use of the Software against law or for any illegal 

use. 

12. If you fail to use the Software in accordance with the terms and conditions of this License 

Agreement, it constitutes a breach of the agreement, and your license to use the Software is 

revoked. 

13. Softzilla e.U. reserves the right to change this license agreement at any time and impose its 

clauses at any given time. 

14. License agreement remains effective until terminated. We retain the right to terminate your 

license to use the Software at any time, if in its sole discretion, you are not abiding by the terms of 

the Agreement, including, but not limited to, obscuring or removing any link or copyright notice as 

specified in this agreement. You may terminate it at any time by destroying all copies of the 

Software. Termination of this Agreement does not bind us to return you the amount spent for 

purchase of the Software, if more than fourteen days have passed since the purchase date. Softzilla 

e.U. reserves the right to terminate all software licenses, all orders and support services for a 

customer convicted in violation of the Agreement. 

15. If you continue to use the Software after Softzilla e.U. gives you notice of termination of your 

license, you hereby agree to accept an injunction to enjoin you from its further use and to pay all 

costs (including but not limited to reasonable attorney fees) to enforce our revocation of your license 

and any damages suffered by us because of your misuse of the Software. 

 


